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BTG presents: Spicy Meatballs
Get ready for a sizzling adventure in the world of Spicy Meatballs, a 6-reel MegawaysTM 

extravaganza that’s hotter than a wood-fired oven!

Winning symbols trigger a reaction, keeping the action hot, hot, hot! The true star of this 
culinary adventure is the Wild Meatball - this zesty hero has the potential to make a fiery 
entrance in every spin and every reaction. These flavour-packed spheres drop onto reels 2 to 5, 
substituting for all other symbols, and as they cascade down with each reaction, the Meatball 
Multiplier spices things up, increasing with every row descended.

As the base game heats up with 5 or more reactions, brace yourself for the ultimate reward 
- Free Spins! Each free spin is guaranteed to feature a Wild Meatball, the fiery maestro of 
substitutions. Meatball Multipliers from the base game continue to add zest to Free Spins, 
creating a flavourful journey. For those seeking an instant thrill, unleash the fiery force of Bonus 
Buy, diving straight into the heart of Free Spins where the Meatball Wild Multiplier starts at x4, 
ensuring your Spicy Meatballs are seasoned with spicy rewards right from the start. 

Indulge in an experience as scorching as a freshly baked meatball straight out of the oven!

Min Stake

Max Stake

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

GENERAL INFORMATION

BIG TIME GAMING | SPICY MEATBALLS

• Iconic MegawaysTM mechanic.
• Wild Meatballs stay on screen during reactions.
• Free Spins with an unlimited Meatball Multiplier.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.10

€/£/$ 20

86.08% - 86.10%, 94.08% - 94.10%, 96.65% - 96.69%

4 (MegawaysTM, Wild Meatball, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

124,880x

117,649

6 x 7

Very High
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OSS Game Type

spicymeatballs

spicymeatballs

OSS ID

spicymeatllsv186

spicymeatllsv194

94% Option with Bonus Buy

95% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

86.08% - 86.10%

When the base game is cooking up excitement with 5 or more reactions, brace yourself for the ultimate 
reward—8 Free Spins, plus an extra one for every reaction beyond the fifth! Each Free Spin kicks off 
with a Wild Meatball, our fiery maestro of substitutions. Meatball Multipliers from the triggering base 
game continue to spice up the Free Spins, adding an extra layer of zest to your winning combinations. 
If 5 or more reactions set the reels ablaze during Free Spins, get ready for a bonus encore. We’ll toss in 
4 additional Free Spins, plus one more for each reaction beyond the fifth, ensuring your taste buds are 
treated to an extended feast of wins.

Free Spins

With reacting wins and a mouthwatering 117,649 ways to win, this game brings the heat straight from an 
Italian kitchen. Watch the magic unfold as every winning symbol, excluding the Wild Meatball, becomes 
part of a spicy reaction, replaced by symbols raining down from above like a shower of Parmesan flakes. 
Keep an eye out for the Wild Hat, which substitutes for every symbol except the fiery Wild Meatball. 
Catch the Wild Hat on reels 2 to 5, where it adds an extra dash of flavour to your winning combinations.

MegawaysTM

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Spicy Meatballs, MegawaysTM and Bonus Buy. The game is responsive 
to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Bonus Buy

Unleash the fiery force of Bonus Buy, cranking up the heat as you dive straight into the heart of Free 
Spins! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 8 free spins for 65x the stake, adding a sizzling touch to your 
gameplay. And here’s the pièce de résistance - the Meatball Wild Multipliers kick off at an enticing x4, 
ensuring your journey into Spicy Meatballs is seasoned with spicy rewards right from the start! 
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GAME FEATURES

In each delightful spin and every tantalizing reaction, brace yourself for the fiery entrance of our zesty 
hero - the Wild Meatball! These flavour-packed balls may drop onto reels 2 to 5 as a saucy substitute for 
all others symbols turning every spin into a spicy masterpiece. Wild Meatballs kick off their performance 
with a multiplier displayed on the pot above the reel, just like the secret spice blend in a Nonna’s recipe. 
And as they cascade down, the multiplier spices things up, increasing by one for every row descended. 
These wild wonders don’t fade away easily! They linger on the screen throughout the reactions, infusing 
each moment with their spicy magic. Only bidding adieu when they reach the bottom of the reel or when 
the wins simmer down.

Wild Meatball

spicymeatballs spicymeatballsv196% Option with Bonus Buy 96.59% - 96.60%

94.08% - 94.10%

Download the full promo pack: HERE

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/spicy-meatballs

